A suggested route by Karen Edwards
(There are many other routes)
Approximate time: 30 minutes once you get used to it.

BIG PRINT DIRECTIONS on back →

1. Cut across the mall parking lot or use the sidewalk or use the street to get over to Viking Drive. Then Viking Drive has a bike lane and you're almost there!

2. The "Loop." When the trail forks (leading up to the big bridge), take the right fork, which goes under Willow Pass Rd. At the second fork (leading up to the second bridge) take the left fork up to the stop sign. Turn right and go across the bridge to Willow Pass Rd. Turn right on Willow Pass Rd. Sidewalk highly recommended.

3. Once you're on the Willow Pass sidewalk, cross under the freeway, then cross the freeway entrance (be CAREFUL, have patience - cars here go fast and do not stop), then cross the following intersection. Continue down the sidewalk.

4. At Monument you have to zig-zag a little to cross at the light. If you're heading north (towards DVC), after you cross Monument DON'T take the trail in front of you; you have to go left across the bridge and then turn right onto the trail on the far (west) side of the canal.

5. Start at the butt of the bus line. Cross over to the (diagonally) opposite side of the intersection. Go under the BART tracks and straight across another intersection (not diagonally). The trail continues down the wide open corridor before you.